The poor ergonomics of laparoscopic surgery is a widely recognized source of difficulty for surgeons, leading to sub-optimal performance on their part and sometimes injury to the patient. The main recognized causes for such degraded performance are lost and distorted perception of interaction forces and degraded instrument navigation capabilities. The latter, due mainly to losses in visual and kinesthetic depth perception and modified hand-eye coordination, can prevent precise navigation of instruments toward surgical targets or away from sensitive anatomic structures. This situation prompts us to explore novel methods for efficiently assisting the surgeon during intra-corporeal instrument navigation. Here, we present a series of experiments aimed at providing insights into the effectiveness of haptic (tactile and kinesthetic), visual, and combined feedback in assisting the navigation of a laparoscopic instrument tip toward a surgical target. We placed subjects in front of a laparoscopic trainer and tasked them with following various instrument tip trajectories within a target plane while minimizing both deviation from said target and task execution time. Feedback on the level of deviation was provided alternately through visual on-screen cues (in the form of a bar-graph), tactile cues provided by vibration motors (off the shelf DC eccentric rotating mass motors) placed in the subjects hand, and/or kinesthetic cues provided by a haptic interface (6 degrees-of-freedom Haption Virtuose 6D interface) co-manipulating the surgical instrument. Evaluations of these forms of feedback over two series of experiments involving a total of 35 subjects (34 non-surgeon novices, 1 surgeon intern with experience in laparoscopy) show positive impacts of providing such feedback on precision in instrument navigation, and provide insights into possibilities for implementation in surgical assistance systems. Visual, tactile, and combined cues lead to increased precision in navigation (up to 25% increase in time on target, and 32% reduction in deviation amplitudes), but usually at the cost of reduced task execution speed (mean task execution times almost doubled under provision of visual feedback). However, the use of kinesthetic feedback through soft virtual fixtures provided in a co-manipulated robot-assisted surgery set-up both significantly improved precision (32% increase in time on target, and 70% reduction in deviation amplitudes) and task execution speed (30% reduction in task completion times). Although tactile 
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inTrODUcTiOn
Adopted due to improved patient outcomes, laparoscopic surgery is a form of Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) during which the surgeon manipulates thin elongated instruments inserted into the patient's abdomen through ports (trocars) while monitoring the operating site through an endoscopic camera (laparoscope). The significantly reduced access trauma during such surgery benefits patients through better cosmesis and reduced recovery times (Li et al., 2014) , which also contribute to cutting costs for hospitals. However, surgeons face new challenges stemming from reduced dexterity and diminished perception of the operating field (Bholat et al., 1999; Picod et al., 2005; Xin et al., 2006; Nisky et al., 2012) . Notably, the unnatural camera point and field of view, loss of visual depth cues combined with complicated hand-eye coordination seriously complicate surgical tool navigation within the abdomen. This complication of the task is not only tedious for the surgeon but can actually lead to sub-optimal performance and potentially dangerous errors during surgery (Deziel et al., 1993) . For example, in their study on the causes of errors in endoscopic surgery, Joice et al. (1998) identify "Too much force/rotation/ displacement" as leading causes of operative injury and/or post-operative complications. Because of this, we propose to study methods for assisting surgeons during intra-corporeal tool navigation by supplying relevant information to them, allowing them to correct their errors and to optimize their gestures.
Visual and vibrotactile feedback (Bark et al., 2011) as well as kinesthetic feedback (Feygin et al., 2002) have been considered as means for improving performance in gesture guidance and learning. Haptic guidance has been widely explored in rehabilitation scenarios [e.g., Causo et al. (2012) ] and teaching of complex gestures (e.g., musical instrument playing) (Grindlay, 2006; Holland et al., 2010 ). An often reached conclusion is that congruent visual and vibrotactile feedback improves the quality of gestures, whereby vibrotactile feedback alone allows for faster responses than visual feedback, probably because of the lower induced cognitive load (Rodríguez et al., 2010) . Vibrotactile cues for guidance have also been explored for pedestrian (Elliott et al., 2010) and vehicle (Van Erp et al., 2004; Ege et al., 2011) navigation, concluding that tactile feedback functions best in situations with high visual cognitive load and concurrent tasks.
Haptic feedback for surgical tool navigation has been explored mostly in the context of Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS), using mainly kinesthetic feedback (Li et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2009 ). However, tactile feedback has also been considered as a viable solution, either for co-manipulation (Rosen et al., 1999; Yao et al., 2004) or as a form of sensory substitution -mainly for the feedback of force information [e.g., Wurdemann et al. (2013) ]. Of course, haptic feedback has been explored beyond RMIS both for feeding back force (Li et al., 2015) and navigation information. Bluteau et al. (2010) studied the use of vibrotactile cues for guiding a tool along a 3D trajectory in traditional (open) Computer-Assisted Surgery (CAS). Similar work by Hansen et al. (2013) investigated such forms of feedback for improving surgical navigation during resection tasks. Brell and Hein (2007) review work and design considerations for tactile feedback to augment surgical gestures based on preoperative information, noting that tactile feedback is a promising alternative to visual guidance as the cues are private, intuitive, and can easily code complex spatial information. While visual feedback alone yields lower errors than tactile feedback alone, it also significantly prolongs Task Completion Times (TCT). They achieve best results through combined visual and tactile feedback, with extremely low error rates, although TCTs are longer than for tactile feedback alone.
Thus, to our knowledge, work on using informative feedback to assist surgical gestures remain largely focused on compensating the specific shortcomings of Robot-assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS) and have anecdotally been explored in conventional surgery settings. However, results from these domains as feedback yielded slightly better performance than visual feedback in terms of overall precision, the addition of visual feedback was shown to be helpful in correcting larger deviations from the target. These preliminary results are promising for implementation of low-cost tactile or combined visual and tactile feedback in applications to conventional laparoscopic instrument navigation, as well as to robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery. Furthermore, subjective evaluation showed that all feedback was generally perceived as intuitive and helpful, although surprisingly, it did not improve the subjects capability to assess their own performance. Finally, the patterns of improvement in precision when navigating toward targets observed in novice subjects hold true in experiments with a surgeon intern, with the added benefit of no visible degradation of performance in terms of task execution speeds when compared to performance without feedback. Overall, these results indicate a positive impact of haptic and visual feedback on the speed/accuracy trade-off performed by surgeons when navigating toward targets, with a beneficial impact of experience in laparoscopy on the capability to effectively use the provided feedback.
FigUre 1 | schematic of the laparoscopic trainer containing the three pegs (a-c) forming an inclined plane with their tips. The subject attempts to follow a given trajectory between the peg tips (dark blue line) without deviating from the target plane. Normal deviation from the target (d, in millimeter) is computed at every instant and fed back to the subject as per the current feedback condition. The plot on the right shows an example of a deviation curve obtained for the blue trajectory drawn on the left. A fixed cylindrical obstacle is placed on the [AC] trajectory segment to prevent straight line movements between both pegs and complicate the task for the user.
well as from applications outside of the surgical domain hint at the possibility that haptic, visual, and multi-modal feedback may indeed find applications in assisting conventional laparoscopic gestures.
In this paper, we discuss a series of experiments focusing on assistance for guiding the tip of a laparoscopic instrument toward a target plane. This situation could arise for example during a laparoscopic hepatectomy, during which the surgeon must delineate a plane bisecting the liver and cut the organ along said plane while ensuring the best accuracy and planarity of the cut (Franco, 2001) . Inaccurate cuts pose potential health hazards through insufficient resection of pathological tissue or through excess resection of healthy tissue. Non-planar cuts on the other hand are dangerous due to the resulting poor vascularization of protruding liver tissue, which may lead to post-operative complications.
Chapter 2 outlines the materials and methods for two consecutive series of experiments aimed at comparing performance improvements in navigating an instrument toward a planar target under provision of various types of haptic and visual feedback. The observed differences are presented in detail in chapter 3 and subsequently discussed in chapter 4. We conclude that although navigation assistance through a co-manipulator implementing soft guidance virtual fixtures delivers results far superior to those achieved through exclusively informative visual and/or tactile feedback, the latter still show promise for simple, low-cost solutions for assistance, which may best benefit experienced surgeons.
MaTerials anD MeThODs
In the following, we present the experimental set-up and procedures for both series of experiments evaluating the benefits of haptic and visual feedback in laparoscopic instrument navigation.
experimental set-up and Task
We placed subjects in front of a laparoscopic trainer (EndoSim LaproTrain, see Figures 1 and 2 for details) and let them manipulate standard laparoscopic forceps inserted through 5-mm trocars while observing the endoscopic image on a 24″ screen placed directly in front of them. Three different sized pegs (A, B, and C, respectively -see Figure 1 ) were set up vertically within the trainer so that their tips formed a steeply inclined plane similar to a resection plane for a hepatectomy.
Subjects were tasked with following random trajectories beginning at one peg, passing through both other pegs before returning to the peg of origin (see Figure 1 ). They were instructed to thereby keep the tip of their instrument as close as possible to the target plane while trying to finish the trial as quickly as possible.
The laparoscopic forceps were fitted with passive optical markers allowing for tracking of the instrument handle position in space thanks to an NDI Polaris optical tracking system (25 Hz frame rate, accurate to <1 mm). For experimental conditions involving a robotic co-manipulator (see section 1 for a detailed listing of experimental conditions), the instrument handle was attached to the wrist of a 6-degrees of freedom (DoF) haptic interface (Haption Virtuose 6D) capable both of applying forces to the instrument and recording its position in space. Instrument handle position data were recorded through custom software, which allowed for real-time computing of the instrument tip position in space thanks to a prior calibration step, which provided us with the transformation matrix between instrument handle and tip.
The positions of the three-peg tips in the laparoscopic trainer as well as the position of the insertion point (trocar position) were recorded prior to the experiments, allowing for computation of the normal deviation of the instrument tip with respect to the target plane and thus enabling the generation of appropriate feedback signals indicating this deviation to the subject. A fixed physical obstacle consisting of an 80-mm diameter plastic cylinder was placed on the trajectory segment between pegs A and C so as to prevent subjects from following a simple straight line trajectory on this segment with the hopes of highlighting respective benefits and disadvantages of various feedback conditions in assisting following of non-intuitive trajectories.
At the end of the experiments series, the instrument tip position data and the computed deviations were analyzed using Matlab as per evaluation metrics presented in the following in section 2.
sample Populations and Trial randomization
In a first experiment (Experiment 1 in the following) discussed in part in Howard and Szewczyk (2014) , 23 (16 males and 7 females) novice right-handed subjects performed 5 repeats of the task presented previously for the 11 different feedback conditions (i.e., a total of 55 trajectories per subject) partially listed in Table 1 . For practical reasons, conditions were grouped in three blocks: open surgery (1 condition), laparoscopic surgery (6 conditions), and robot-assisted laparoscopic (4 conditions) (see Table 1 in the following for details). Subjects began with the open surgery block, the order of the subsequent blocks was randomized and the order of the conditions within the blocks was fully randomized. This procedure was chosen in order to minimize bias from learning effects and fatigue, under the assumption that the task ergonomics sufficiently differed from one block to another to not require full randomization of all 11 conditions. A second experiment (Experiment 2 in the following) was conducted to take a closer look at improvements observed in experiment 1 when providing visual feedback, continuous vibrotactile feedback, and their combination (only six of the initial 11 conditions were analyzed further -these are marked with a (*) in Table 1 ). As the number of conditions was reduced, subjects were able to complete 6 trajectories per condition. The order in which subjects performed the six conditions was fully randomized in order to minimize potential influence of shortterm learning effects on our results. For this experiment, we recruited a new sample of 11 (8 male, 3 female) novice, righthanded subjects, with no previous experience in laparoscopy or with our experiments.
For exploratory purposes, an intern with extensive laparoscopic surgery training (male, right-handed, age 28) was asked to complete 10 trajectories, respectively, for the following conditions (see Table 1 for details):
• laparoscopic surgery without provision of feedback (L), • laparoscopic surgery with added visual feedback of current deviation (V), • laparoscopic surgery with added tactile feedback of current deviation (T), • laparoscopic surgery with added combined tactile and visual feedback of current deviation (TV), • laparoscopic surgery with active robotic co-manipulator implementing virtual fixtures (K), • and laparoscopic surgery with active robotic co-manipulator implementing virtual fixtures with added visual feedback of current deviation (KV), in order to gain insights into the generalizability of our results to a population of surgeons.
All subjects received detailed explanations on the experimental protocol and presented forms of feedback prior to beginning the experiments and provided written informed consent for their participation. Laparoscopic surgery L* Laparoscopic surgery: subjects manipulated a standard laparoscopic forceps tracked using optical markers inserted into the closed LaproTrain™ through a 5-mm trocar. The endoscope image was shown on a 24″ screen placed directly in front of the subjects. This set-up remained basically the same for all following conditions V* Laparoscopic surgery + visual feedback: identical to L, but subjects were given visual feedback on their current deviation via an on-screen bargraph (see Section 2.3 for details) displayed below the endoscopic image T* Continuous vibrotactile feedback: identical to L, but subjects were provided with continuous vibrotactile feedback proportional to their current deviation TV* Continuous vibrotactile + Visual feedback: identical to T, with the addition of visual feedback as described above Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery K Soft guidance virtual fixtures: a Virtuose 6D (Haption) haptic interface is attached to the instrument just below the handle. It applied forces so as to guide the tip toward the target plane upon deviation, as described previously KV Soft guidance virtual fixtures + visual feedback: identical to K, with the addition of visual feedback as described previously
evaluated Forms of Feedback
Feedback informed the users of their normal deviation to the plane in various manners. We consider conditions as being "without feedback" when the user is presented with only the endoscopic image. Table 1 lists the feedback conditions relevant to our current analysis. Visual feedback was provided in the form of a horizontal bargraph displayed on the screen (see Figure 2 top left). The bargraph consisted of a horizontal grey container displayed beneath the endoscopic image, within which a green bar changed length either to the left or right starting from the center so as to display the current deviation magnitude, which was also shown as a numerical value in [millimeter] at the center of the bargraph. The absence of a green bar signaled the fact that the user was on target, i.e., at a deviation between −1 mm and +1 mm from the plane. Otherwise, the green bar length varied continuously between 0 and its maximum length (i.e., half the gray container length) to indicate deviation.
Cutaneous vibrotactile feedback was provided to the user via an Eccentric Rotating Mass (ERM) motor [Precision Microdrives™ Pico Vibe 307-100 (Microdrives, 2014) ] strapped to the inner side of the index finger holding the instrument (see Figure 2 right). This placement is interesting in the context of integration of vibrotactile feedback to the handle of serial co-manipulators for laparoscopic surgery. The distance to the target plane was encoded as a linear increase in vibration intensity, proportional to the magnitude of the deviation (range: 0-7 g for deviations from 0 to 30 mm). For ERM motors, vibration amplitude and frequency are inherently linked, so that the frequency of the vibrotactile feedback varied almost linearly between 25 and 260 Hz (Microdrives, 2014 ) (for detailed information on the amplitude/voltage and frequency/voltage relationships for the employed ERM motor).
We implemented soft guidance virtual fixtures using a Haption Virtuose 6D™ haptic interface setup as a parallel co-manipulator (see Figure 2 bottom left). The haptic interface was attached to the instrument just below the handle held by the user and applied forces in order to guide the instrument tip toward the plane. These forces were calculated as per equation (1) in order to simulate a spring (k = 400 N/m) attached between the instrument tip and the plane.
where lout and lin, respectively, denote the lengths of instrument shaft inside and outside of the point of insertion (calculated based on the robot wrist position, the known instrument length and the trocar position defined in the robot coordinate system prior to the experiment), d is the current deviation from the plane and  n is the plane's normal vector. The choice of a relatively low stiffness (i.e., soft virtual fixtures) was made with the clinical imperative of leaving the surgeon in control of their action in mind, as minor deviations from the preoperative plan may sometimes be necessary. This also has the advantage of keeping the virtual fixtures mainly informative at low deviations, for better comparison with the other forms of feedback.
We evaluated forms of feedback listed in Table 1 below, along with two unlisted tactile feedback conditions in the laparoscopic block (omitted for lack of any positive results) and two conditions in the robot-assisted block (inactive haptic interface, with and without visual feedback, with the purpose of verifying the transparency of the haptic interface with regards to task execution).
Feedback Thresholds
Pilot tests showed that maximum deviations around 30 mm were attained when performing the task in a laparoscopic setting without feedback (L), hence the choice of this value as the maximum displayed deviation, be it for the bargraph or tactile feedback (see section 2 for details on feedback implementation). The optical tracking system provided us with measurement accuracies just below 1 mm around the instrument tip position, thus any deviation computed as below 1 mm was considered as on-target. The feedback levels varied linearly from minimum to maximum over the resulting range between 1 and 30 mm deviation from the target. To allow for good comparison, the stiffness of the virtual spring implemented by the haptic interface was chosen so as to not allow any deviation beyond 30 mm. Figure 6 for quantitative results.
evaluation Metrics
Resulting trajectories were analyzed both in terms of precision and time criteria. Relevant precision criteria encompassed both:
• on-target precision (using a "relative Time on Target" (rToT) score, defined as the percentage of TCT (Task Completion Time) during which the instrument tip was under 1 mm normal deviation from the target plane), • and amplitude of deviations (i.e., maximum peak-to-peak normal deviations).
The evaluated time criterion was:
• TCT (Task Completion Time), which serves as an adequate measure of task completion speed since the nominal trajectory length did not vary between trials.
In experiment 2, a questionnaire (see Table 2 ) presented as a five-point Likert scale was filled out by subjects after performing the task in each feedback condition. The results are detailed and discussed in section 4 and shown in the form of graphs in Figure 6 .
statistical analyses
We studied mean performances of each subject for each feedback condition, providing us with 23 observations per condition for experiment 1 and 11 observations per conditions for experiment 2. As a general rule, data for each condition were not normally distributed but only slightly skewed and sample variance was large enough for us to assume unequal population variances. Although samples are relatively small, the limited skewness led us to provide t-intervals for our estimation of 95% confidence intervals for population means (shown as blue vertical lines in Figures 3, 4 and 5) and calculate statistical significance of observed differences in means using paired-sample t-tests with subsequent Bonferroni correction of the obtained p-values.
resUlTs
In order to verify that the co-manipulated setting (Robotassisted condition K, with added visual feedback KV) did not differ significantly from standard laparoscopic setting (L, V, T, TV), we evaluated subject performance when manipulating a tool attached to an inactive haptic interface, with and without visual feedback (R, RV). No significant differences were observed between conditions R (inactive robotic co-manipulator) and L (laparoscopic reference condition) and RV (inactive robotic comanipulator with added visual feedback) and LV (laparoscopic surgery with added visual feedback), respectively for all of the metrics considered, leading us to conclude that any observed differences between K (Robot-assisted condition), KV (Robotassisted condition with added visual feedback), and the conditions in the laparoscopic block are likely to be due to the action of the virtual fixtures. Because of this and for the sake of clarity, the results presented below omit the observations for conditions R (inactive robotic co-manipulator) and RV (inactive robotic co-manipulator with added visual feedback). Results are coherent between experiments, although subjects performed worse in the mean for condition L (laparoscopic surgery without feedback) in the second experiment, leading to greater relative improvements obtained from feedback.
Precision criteria -Mean relative Time spent on Target
In condition O (open surgery without feedback), subjects perform the task with moderate precision (around 35% time spent on target). Precision is greatly reduced for the task in condition L (between 15 and 25% time spent on target), and introduction of solely informative visual, tactile, or combined feedback (V, T, TV) tends to improve precision once again without returning on-target precision to levels obtained in the open setting (O).
The use of soft guidance virtual fixtures greatly increases on-target precision (around 50% of TCT spent on target), with performances significantly improved even over that of condition O.
Concerning the intern, it is surprising to note that for conditions L (laparoscopic surgery, no feedback), V, T, and TV (laparoscopic surgery with visual, tactile, or combined feedback, respectively), he shows performances close yet below average of those of novice subjects despite his experience in laparoscopy. However, his performances in conditions with feedback tend to follow a similar trend to those observed in novice subjects, and improvements from soft guidance virtual fixtures are particularly marked in his case. Of course these results are anecdotal in comparison with those presented for our novice subjects and cannot serve as a basis for any statistically valid conclusions. Table 3 sums up the observed differences in means between conditions along with associated statistical significance. Figure 4 shows the results obtained for our second precision criterion -mean deviation amplitudes (DA), using the same boxplot layout as discussed in the previous section (Results from experiment 1 in yellow, results from experiment 2 in orange, mean performances for intern in green; data points shown as black crosses, interquartile range shown by colored boxes, sample means as horizontal red lines and confidence intervals for population means as vertical blue lines). As expected, the passage from open to laparoscopic surgery leads to a great degradation in precision (increase in deviation amplitudes). Providing solely informative feedback (conditions L, V and TV) tends to improve performance over the reference laparoscopic condition (L), although this is only consistently significant for combined visual and tactile feedback (TV). Surprisingly, deviation amplitudes are generally smaller for condition L in experiment 2 despite the fact that subjects tended to move at higher speeds [see following section on Task Completion Times (TCT)] and had worse on target precision [see section on relative Time on Target (rToT)] than in experiment 1. This is not the case for the conditions with feedback (V, T, TV), where the lower deviation amplitudes also came at the cost of prolonged Task Completion Times (TCT). The use of soft guidance virtual fixtures significantly improves performance both over the reference laparoscopic condition (L) and even the reference open surgery condition (O).
Precision criteria -Mean Deviation amplitude
Again, the intern performs more or less on par with novices regarding this criterion, with his mean performances either at or slightly above those of novice subjects, except for conditions K and KV (Robot-assisted laparoscopy, respectively, without and with added visual feedback) where his deviation amplitudes are exceptionally low. Once again, these results remain anecdotal and do not carry the same significance as those obtained with the novice subjects. Table 4 sums up the observed differences in means between conditions along with associated statistical significance.
speed criteria -Time to complete Task
Performances in terms of speed (evaluated as TCT -Task Completion Time) are shown in Figure 5 , using the same boxplot layout as discussed in the previous section (results from experiment 1 in yellow, results from experiment 2 in orange, mean performances for intern in green; data points shown as black crosses, interquartile range shown by colored boxes, sample means as horizontal red lines, and confidence intervals for population means as vertical blue lines).
Once again, results appear coherent between experiments, though subjects performed the task faster in the mean for condition L in experiment 2, which may explain the difference in performance between experiments with regards to precision for this condition.
In condition O (open surgery without feedback), subjects naturally performed the task at high speeds [12.5 s mean Task Completion Time (TCT)], and moving to laparoscopic setting greatly reduced task execution speed (mean TCT between 33.2 s and 42.4 s in condition L [laparoscopic surgery without feedback)]. The addition of solely informative visual, tactile, or combined feedback (conditions V, T, and TV) again reduced task execution speed when compared with the reference laparoscopic condition (L). Finally, the use of soft guidance virtual fixtures both without and with added visual feedback (conditions K, KV) slightly increased mean task execution speeds, although these were still far from those obtained in the reference open condition (O).
The intern, however, performed the task notably faster than novice subjects in all conditions. Also, the reductions in speed observed when providing visual, tactile, or combined feedback (conditions V, T, and TV) are very limited when compared to novice performances. As with both previous criteria, these results remain anecdotal and do not carry the same significance as those obtained with the novice subjects. Table 5 sums up the observed differences in means between conditions along with associated statistical significance. 
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Lack of significance below α = 0.1 is shown by NS (Not Significant). For the relevant conditions, results from experiment 1 are highlighted with ( a ), and those from experiment 2 with ( b ).
FigUre 6 | subjective evaluation of feedback and performance as per the questionnaire described in Table 2 . The results for question 3 "Did you understand the feedback" are omitted as the question served the purpose of evaluating the reliability of other results and was consistently answered with "Agree" (4) or "Strongly agree" (5). Median responses for each condition are shown in blue, and the distribution of responses is shown through red circles varying in diameter proportionally to the number of responses collected at each response level for each condition (the larger the circle, the more responses collected -see legend on figure for precise numeric significance). (a) shows the distribution of responses for Question 1 of Table 2 ("I felt the task was difficult to perform in this condition"), (B) shows the distribution of responses for Question 2 of Table 2 ("I believe I performed well in this condition"), (c) shows the distribution of responses for Question 4 of Table 2 ("I felt the feedback helped me accomplish the task"), (D) shows the distribution of responses for Question 6 of Table 2 ("I was disturbed by the feedback"), (e) shows the distribution of responses for Question 7 of Table 2 ("I felt the feedback was easy to use"), and (F) shows the distribution of responses for Question 5 of Table 2 ("I thought the feedback was intuitive").
influence of Trajectory complexity
The physical obstacle placed on the trajectory segment between pegs A and C (see Figure 1) forced the subjects to follow a highly non-intuitive curved trajectory instead of the easier straight line on said segment. We observed no notable differences in tip movement speeds between the segments without an obstacle 
([AB] and [BC]) and the segment with the obstacle ([AC]).
As expected, the introduction of the obstacle led to an increase in mean deviation amplitudes and a reduction of mean relative Time on Target (rToT) (though never significant). Contrary to our initial expectation, we obtained no difference in improvements from feedback between segments with and without the obstacle.
confounding Factors
As we are aware of evidence supporting possible influence of factors such as musicianship and experience with video games and Virtual Reality (VR) (Lynch et al., 2010) on performances in laparoscopic surgery or similar tasks, we compared performances for each of the metrics presented in section 1 while grouping subjects, respectively, by gender, musicianship, experience with video games, and prior experience with haptic interfaces. Our sample populations were distributed as follows according to the criteria mentioned above.
Experiment 1
Gender: 16 males, 7 females; experience with video games and VR: 11 experienced, 12 inexperienced; musicianship: 6 musicians, 17 non-musicians; experience with haptic interfaces: 14 experienced, 9 inexperienced.
Experiment 2
Gender: 7 males, 4 females; experience with video games and VR: 7 experienced, 4 inexperienced; musicianship: 3 musicians, 8 non-musicians; experience with haptic interfaces: 6 experienced, 5 inexperienced.
No notable differences were observed between groups for the three metrics we considered, i.e., relative Time on Target (rToT), Deviation Amplitudes (DA), and Task Completion Times (TCT). Thus, we treated our populations as homogeneous in the following analysis of results.
DiscUssiOn
Differences in Performances between experiments
The most notable differences observed between experiments are those in the baseline performance in laparoscopic surgery (condition L): in experiment 2, subjects perform the task faster in the mean (lower Task Completion Times) but with less on-target precision (lower relative Time on Target) than in experiment 1. This can be explained by differences in the distributions of speed-accuracy trade-off, which, however, does not amount to the claim that subjects in experiment 2 consistently chose a different speed-accuracy trade-off when compared to experiment 1 as the datasets for both experiments significantly overlap.
A surprising observation in the reference laparoscopic condition (L), however, is the fact that although subjects in experiment 2 performed the task faster than in experiment 1, they also displayed far less spread in their Deviation Amplitudes (DA), resulting in better precision than for experiment 1 concerning this criterion. We therefore believe that there may have been fatigue effects or a possible negative after-effect from performing in the reference open surgery condition (O) beforehand in experiment 1 (it should be noted that the number of task repetitions was only 5 in experiment 1, so any after-effect would probably have consequences visible in the results). These factors could negatively influence the spread in deviation amplitudes and rToT in experiment 1, and the redesign of the protocol in experiment 2 would have remedied this.
The improvement patterns in the means between conditions L, V, T, TV (respectively: laparoscopic surgery without, then with visual, tactile, and combined feedback) are consistent between both experiments for all three criteria [relative Time on Target (rToT), Deviation Amplitude (DA), and Task Completion Time (TCT)] despite being quantitatively different, leaving us confident that they are a good basis for the conclusions drawn in the present paper.
Concerning the quantitative nature of these differences, the general trend is toward spread in performance being equal or lower in experiment 2 compared to experiment 1 for any given condition and criterion pair. Furthermore, differences in means between condition pairs for a criterion are also larger or equal in experiment 2 when compared to experiment 1. This is why we believe the protocol in experiment 1 introduced a significant fatigue bias, which would tend to increase spread in subject performances and thereby mask observable differences in mean performance introduced by the differences in the provided feedback.
Degradation in Performance between Open and laparoscopic surgery
Relative Time on Target (rToT) is significantly worse in all laparoscopic conditions (except robot-assisted laparoscopic without and with visual feedback -K and KV) than in the reference open surgery condition (O) though spread is largely reduced. In laparoscopic settings, whether informative feedback is presented or not, it is significantly harder for a novice subject to maintain the tip of the instrument close to the target while moving than it is in open surgery. This is understandable when considering the limitations in dexterity discussed in the introduction. The larger spread in condition O can be attributed to the fact that though it is easier to maintain the instrument tip on target, condition O also allows faster movement between pegs, which can easily exacerbate errors in on-target accuracy. The reduction in possible movement speeds between open and laparoscopic surgery appears particularly clearly in the significant increase in Task Completion Times (TCT) between conditions O and the reference laparoscopic condition L (1.65× and 2.38×, respectively), which cannot be explained by additional attention to precision [significant reductions in relative Time on Target (rToT) as well as increases in Deviation Amplitudes (DA)].
improvement of Performance through Tactile and Visual Feedback
The introduction of solely informative visual, tactile, and combined feedback (conditions T, V, and TV) leads to consistent improvements in terms of precision (both on-target and concerning deviation amplitudes) but at the cost of reduced task execution speeds for novice subjects. This is to be expected as the availability of feedback leads subjects to pay more attention to their deviation and take the time necessary in correcting the movement of their instrument.
Deviation Amplitudes (DA) are significantly reduced in laparoscopic settings thanks to provision of combined visual and tactile feedback (TV). This leads us to conclude that both forms of feedback either effectively communicate information allowing for correction through redundancy over different sensory channels or that both forms of feedback somehow compensate for each other's weaknesses when combined. The observed minor drop in task execution speed observed in condition TV when compared to the tactile feedback condition (T) or the visual feedback condition (V) is associated with better performances in terms of both precision criteria, thus hinting at a greater focus on precision objectives rather than speed objectives when redundant multi-modal feedback was available.
The intern showed improvement patterns comparable to those observed in novices yet with only a very limited degradation in task execution times. This would seem to indicate that although the intern favored a speed-accuracy trade-off where task execution speed was prioritized, he was able to take advantage of the provided information to improve his precision without negative impacts on his speed. As such, it would appear that exclusively informative feedback may be of most use to experienced laparoscopic surgeons.
Based on our questionnaire evaluating user perception of the benefit of this feedback (see Figure 6 for complete results), combining vibrotactile with visual feedback (TV) seems to significantly correlate with a drop in self-assessed performance [mean score drop by 0.1 (p < 0.05)] despite the improvement in measured performance. These results may indicate a negative effect from a perceived excess of information in condition TV, leading to more mental fatigue and perceived confusion for the user. The visual feedback condition (V) was evaluated as being significantly clearer than the tactile feedback condition T [mean score difference of 0.18 (p < 0.05)], which in turn outperformed condition TV (though not significantly). Condition TV was evaluated as significantly easier to use than condition T [mean score difference of 0.1 (p < 0.05)], but harder to use than condition V [mean score difference of 0.27 (p < 0.01)]. This result could also reflect the perceived complexity of dealing with tactile and visual cues simultaneously.
improvement of Performance through co-Manipulation
The use of a parallel co-manipulator implementing soft virtual fixtures improved both novices and the intern's performance in terms of speed and accuracy. This is understandable as subjects are physically limited in their deviation from the target and may relinquish a degree of control to the robotic co-manipulator in order to achieve high precision without needing to slow their movements.
The addition of visual feedback to the robotic assistance through virtual fixtures (condition KV) led to insignificant improvements over condition K (robotic assistance without visual feedback), leading us to believe that in such a setup virtual fixtures are sufficient and there is little to be gained from multimodal feedback.
For both conditions K and KV, the intern showed greater relative improvements in performance (both for speed and accuracy) than those observed with novice subjects, hinting at a possible greater benefit of robotic assistance for experienced users.
Although performance was far better in conditions K and KV than in all other feedback conditions, it should be noted that providing such feedback in the operating room is limited by the cost of the devices used, potential safety issues raised through the shared control between robot and surgeon and problems of clutter and installation times in the operating room. If the necessary hardware becomes available in operating rooms and the safety issues that arise are dealt with, there is no doubt that such assistance is optimal, but until then forms of feedback similar to those presented in conditions V, T, and TV [visual, tactile, and combined feedback] may be interesting low-cost and easily implemented alternatives for improving surgeon performance.
Benefits of Feedback in Following non-intuitive Trajectories
We observed no difference in the effect of providing feedback between performances on trajectory segments without obstacles and with obstacles. This may be due both to insufficient complexity of the obstacle and to novices relatively poor manipulation skills, which likely prevent them from getting the most out of the feedback provided.
cOnclUsiOn
In this paper, we confirm previous results indicating that in a 1D guidance task, visual and cutaneous vibrotactile feedback as well as their combination leads to improved performances in terms of precision at the cost of increased TCTs. Our shortened and fully randomized experimental protocol minimized contributions from learning effects in the observed differences.
We also compared data for novice subjects with an intern's performances, showing no significant differences in terms of precision but a significantly lower Task Completion Times (TCT) at equal precision. Overall, the patterns of improvement over the reference condition obtained in novice subjects for conditions V, T, TV, K, and KV (respectively: visual, tactile, combined visual and tactile, robot assistance without and with visual feedback) can be found again in the intern's performance, leading us to believe in a good chance of our results being generalizable to a population of surgeons with similar results. Interestingly, the intern performed better in the tactile conditions T (tactile) and TV (tactile with added visual feedback) than in condition V (visual feedback alone), which may indicate a lower cognitive load when using feedback presented though tactile cues instead of visual cues. Similarly to our previous experiments, we note that visual feedback still seems beneficial, particularly in avoiding larger deviation amplitudes. Finally, the intern's TCTs seemed much less affected by the provision of feedback, which stands out as a particularly interesting feature when considering clinical applications of such feedback.
Analysis of novice subject's perception of the usability and impact of the provided feedback on their performance revealed that presence or lack of feedback does not seem to have any significant effect on the perceived difficulty of the task. The self-assessed performance of the users is, however significantly improved in the visual feedback condition V over the combined visual and tactile feedback condition TV, indicating a potentially disturbing effect from the excess of information provided in condition TV. Overall, the subjects seemed to understand the feedback well in all conditions, with significantly better understanding reported for the visual feedback condition V when compared to the tactile feedback condition T. We believe this to be linked to the fact that our visual feedback through the bargraph provided additional directional information whereas the vibrotactile feedback only provided information on the magnitude of the deviation from the target and was harder to interpret. When comparing perceived assistance from the various forms of feedback, all conditions seem to do equally well. All forms of feedback are perceived as equally easy to use, with the exception of the combined visual and tactile feedback condition TV, which scores significantly lower than the tactile feedback condition T, hinting at complexity arising from an excess of information. This is reflected in the perceived intuitiveness of the provided feedback, where TV again scores significantly lower than the visual feedback condition V. When asked about potential disturbances in task execution arising from the feedback, subjects tend to be undisturbed, with no significant differences between forms of feedback.
These promising initial results for the use of cutaneous feedback are leading us to consider extending the evaluation of such forms of feedback to more complex guidance tasks (i.e., 2D and 3D trajectories), while performing a comparative evaluation of various forms of tactile feedback in order to improve performance and intuitiveness of the feedback. Furthermore, there was little to no contact between the instrument and structures placed within the trainer in this study. In order to assess the viability of such forms of feedback for clinical applications, we are currently working on evaluating their use in tasks involving physical interaction within the trainer, e.g., dissection or suturing tasks. Developing an experimental protocol around a more complex task involving actual interaction with the environment within the laparoscopic trainer will also require subjects to focus more on the task at hand and the laparoscopic image, thus highlighting potential effects
